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Liam Shell

CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 2017
“CACTI” - Digital
Location- W RESERVOIR ROAD & S main st
Vision/inspiration behind the design:
“I was inspired to create this design
because of my love of cacti! I grow cacti
from seeds, which is a very challenging
task, and can take a very long time. But
my collection is huge, and I have an entire
room full of prickly pears, barrels, aloe,
and all kinds of little cacti!”

a project by

Erik Zimmerman

white spider, inc. - Photograph
“icy underpass”
LOCATion- bowman ave & s main st
Vision behind the design:
“Every day I used to take my daughter to
daycare at Woodstock United Methodist
Church Child care and passed this
underpass, and every day I looked at it, and
just felt drawn in to photograph it. On a
cold morning in February, I saw the icicles
hanging from the front of the underpass.
Once I dropped off my daughter, I quickly
went to the scene to capture it’s beauty.
It definitely moved me from an artistic and
emotional sense, and the chosen quote
from j.r.r. Tolkien sums it up.”

a project by

Laurel Vaughan

laurel vaughan fine art
“The Woods” - pastel
location- W Spring st & s main st
Vision behind the design:
“I was thinking of reasons that I love
Woodstock so much and I came up with
3—the woods, the mountains and the
river. I submitted all three ideas and the
committee chose the woods. The painting
is done in pastels and is one of a series
that I had painted earlier of different
scenes of trees. Last year, I exhibited the
whole series at Montgomery College in
Rockville. This particular painting depicts
the transition that trees go through
during the four seasons. It is vertical
and I thought it would wrap the utility
box the best, so I submitted this one. I have
always loved that line from the Robert
Frost poem, “Stopping by Woods on a
Snowy Evening,” so I put them together
and they worked.”

a project by

Daniel Stover

staufferstadt arts
“discuss ideas” - photograph/digital
location- E Court st & smain st
Vision behind the design:
“It’s very easy for us as people to get
caught up in basic interactions: Talking
gossip, reviewing lasts nights’ tv show
or sports event, conversing about the
weather. These conversations are in
essence hollow and fleeting. This piece
serves as a call to action for us to
elevate our conversation. Through the
sharing of ideas, knowledge, and insights,
we strengthen each other; as individuals
and a community.“

a project by

Sally Veach

sally Veach art
“look up” - acrylic
location- W North st and N main st
Vision behind the design:
“‘Look Up’ Is one of my mantras. i want
people to stop, look above their bodies,
and notice the gift of our sky. never the
same; always changing in infinite ways;
the sky reminds us to climb out of our
petty concerns and realize what is most
valuable in life has nothing to do with
90% of our pressing concerns.”

a project by

